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LOCATING OPENS IN CABLE PAIRS

1 HOOK UP

[] GREEN to shield (shield grounded)

[] WHITE to tip

[] RED to ring

2 LINE TEST

[] LINE TEST

[] MULTIPLY BY to correct range

[] WHT TIP/SPLIT 1

meter needle points to:

[] green [] white

o REO RING/GOOD 1
/""

meter needle points to:

[] green [] white

[] red

D red

L
L

( L
l_

1-

L
l-"'".

If needlepoint~.to~ in both SPLIT 1 and GOOD 1

positions, proceed to step 3.

If needle points to white in either position, proceed

to step 4.

If needle points to red in either position, proceed

to step 5.

-1-
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~ DISTANCE TO OPEN MEASUREMENT

A. GENERAL AREA OF OPEN

[ I

o LENGTH. 083

o WHT TIP/SPLIT 1

o null with FEET nial

reading 'Illl "

o RED RING/GOOD 1

o null with FEET dial
"7

reading / U

(

When readings differ, the shortest
reading is the most accurate!

(~

«:<:,~
'-...-:.

(

Li

1- :

L

u

I'

LI Continue on the next page. I
Li-2-

o LENGTH .083

o A. select a good pair in the same cable section as the
open

o B. move WHITE lead to tip of good pair

o C. move RED lead to ring of good pair

o D. WHT TIP/SPLIT 1

[J E. null with FEET dial

reading (1)

[] F. RED RING/GOOD 1

[J G. null with FEET dial

reading (2)

Reading (1) must be within 3\ of reading (2), if not, select

another good pair and repeat A. - G. until you find a pair

that is balanced.

B. PRECISE LOCATION OF OPEN

o
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B. PRECISE LOCATION OF OPEN (CONTINUED)

[J determine the length of the good pair by one of the

following:

4t measure the length with a Dynatel 71DA(or equiv)

4t from cable markings

4t from cable records

[Jmove WHITE lead to tip of open pair

[]move REO lead to ring of open pair

[J WHITE TIP/SPLIT 1

[] null with FEET dial

[J set FEET dial to length of good pair

[J LENGTH jJ.F/MILE

[] null with CAPACITANCE

00 ~ move CAPACITANCE for remainder of testl

.,.

L

l
L
L

reading

o REO RING/GOOD 1

[] null with FEET dial

reading _

(distance to open)

(distance to open)

(

L
L.

L
L

When readings differ, the shortest reading is the most

accurate.

-3-



4 LINE TEST - NEEDLE POINTS TO WHITE

READING
WILLIE 6¥~

tOHG OR HIGH

Example: If during the line test, the needle

pointed to 6% part of the scale, when marking your

final measurements, they will read 6% longer

than they actually are.

Therefore, a 100' reading would actually be only

94' (6% shorter).

1_,

c~

c

(

(~

i '

[ _~ I

L'
(
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5 LINE TEST - NEEDLE POINTS TO RED

(

[

l.
l.
l_

C. I.

I-

I.
C'..
~

\... ...

When the needle points to red, there is either a resistance

fault or a voltage fault on the wire being tested.

·Some opens can be found with the 735 even though the faults

exist.

Try this procedure.

[J MULTIPLY BY to SPECIAL 10 (or SPECIAL 100)

needle points to:
(

[J green - leave in SPECIAL 10 (or SPECIAL 100) for

remainder of test - proceed to Btep 3

[J white or red - can not be tested with the 735 until

fault is cleared

-5-



LOCATING SPLITS WITH THE DYNATEL 735

c
(

l

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Hook-up

Line Test

Balance Test

Locating the Split

Balance Test Not "OK"

Page 7

Page 8

Page 9

Page 10

Page 11

r .

[ :

(~

I

I, I (
l'
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A.

HOOK-UP

Use this diagram if testboard identifies split pairs.

B. Use the following procedures if testboard can not identify

split pairs.

(

;/1
I If

r

RED GOOD I

WHITE SPLIT 1

735 YELLOW SPLIT ?
TEST
SET BLACK GOOD 2

.lUE

DRN .I VACANT PA.1RISAME GAOUP AS SPLITS IF POSSIBLE)

SHORTING 9- ~IELD GROUNDED

STRAP

FAA END

[]GREEN to shield (shield grounded)

[] MUTUAL

o LENGTH, 083

[]MULTIPLY BY to correct range

[] RED to ring of pair 1

[]WHITE to ring of pair 2

l.

r
L o null with FEET dial

reading

c

L

L

l

o Move WHITE to tip of pair 2

o Null with FEET dial

reading

o BLACK to side of pair 2 that had shortest reading

o MOve WHITE to tip of pair 1

o YELLOW to other side of pair 2

o BLUE to shorted good pair
--------,

proceed to Step 2 I
-7-



2 LINE TEST

c'--/

(

o LINE TEST

o MULTIPLY BY to correct range

o BLACK/GOOD 2

meter needle points to:

D green D white

o white o red

Io white o red

meter needle points to:

o green

o YELLOW/SPLIT.2

meter needle points to:

o green

o RED RING/GOOD 1

meter needle points to:

o green

OWHT TIP/SPLIT 1

D White o red

o red

l

c

(~

If needle points to green in all positions, proceed

to step 3.

If needle points to either white or red in ~ position.

the split can not be tested until the fault(s) is cleared.

-8-
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3 BALANCE TEST

o LENGTH .083

o SPLIT 1

0 null with FEET dial

reading 'f~ 4

o GOOD 1

o null with FEET dial

reading '-Ie ()
o SPLIT 2

0 null with FEET dial

reading ;r r-)-
o GOOD 2

o null with FEET dial

reading }?f~

Readings must not vary more than 3% from highest to lowest.

I I f balance is "OK", proceed to step 4. I

If balance is not "OK", proceed to step 5.

-9-



4 LOCATING THE SPLIT

c
(

distance to split

[] Find the length of the cable section by one of the

following:

ttuse the GOOD 1 reading from step 3

4t measure a good pair with a Dynatel 710A (or equivalent)

4t from "feet" markings on cable sheath

4t from cable records

[] adjust FEET dial to show the length of the cable section

[] SET LENGTH

[] LENGTH I-LF/MILE

[] null with CAPACITANCE

o NULL 1

[] null with NULL 1 knob

[] NULL 2

[] null with NULL 2 knob

o NULL 3

[] null with NULL 3 knob

o TO SPLIT

o null with FEET dial

reading

[] FAR END TO SPLIT

o null with FEET dial

reading distance from far end

to split

-10-
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[] Change BLUE lead to another good pair and repeat step J.

You may have to try several different good pairs before

you find one that balances.

c

c

r

r

5 BALANCE TEST NOT "OK"

c.

c

l.

l.

[] If balance can not be achieved by switching to another

good pair. read paragraph 4 in the Dynatel manual for

helpful information.

-11-



LOCATING AN OPEN SHIELD WITH THE DYNATEL 735

[] open the shield at both ends

[] remove all grounds from the shield

[] (1) connect WHITE to one end of shield

[] (2) connect RED and GREEN to ground·

[] (3) WHT TIP/SPLIT 1

[] (4) LINE TEST

needle points to:

[] GREEN (CLEAR)

continue

[] WHITE (LONG)

read Step 4 of LOCATING OPENS IN CABLE PAIRS;
then continue with this procedure.

[] RED (FAULT)

read Step 5 of LOCATING OPENS IN CABLE PAIRS;
then continue with this procedure.

[] (5) LENGTH .083

[] (6) MULTIPLY BY to correct range

[] null with FEET dial

A. reading

[] repeat (1) through (6) at the opposite end of shield

[] null with FEET dial

B. reading

[] add A. and B. together

C. total

[] determine the "section length" by one of the following;

measuring the cable with a Dynatel 710A (or equivalent)

from feet markings on the cable sheath

from cable records

D. write the "section length" here

[]multiply A. or B. (whichever is shortest) by D.

E. total

Icontinue on the next page.

-12-
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c.
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L

[] divide E. by c.
answer this is the distance to the open

from A. or B. (whichever is shortest)

*Earth ground does not always provide the most accurate readings.

Shorting good pairs in the cable and using them in place of

earth ground. often produces the best accuracy. The more pairs

you short together for this purpose. the more accurate your

readings will be.

-13-



MEASURING THE APPROXIMATE AMOUNT OF WATER IN CABLE

[] determine the section length by one of the following:

tt measuring with a Dynatel 7l0A (or equiv.)

tt from feet markings on cable sheath

.. from cable records

[] (A) write the section length here

[] connect WHITE to tip of good pair

[] connect RED to ring of good pair

[] LENGTH .083

[] MULTIPLY BY to correct range

[] WHITE TIP/SPLIT 1

[] null with FEET dial

(B) reading

[] RED RING/GOOD 1

[] null with FEET dial

(C) reading

[] subtract (A) from (B) or (C) [whichever is least]

(D) answer

[] divide (D) by 2

(~

(

(

(~

answer this is the approximate amount

of water in the cable section*

*IF ALL THE WATER IS IN ONE PLACE

-14-
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4. SPECIAL APPLICATIONS

ERRORS IN DISTANCE MEASUREMENT

4.01 The 735 will measure dislances accurately
unless one of Ihe following conditions

exists:

(a) There are build-oul capacilOt1i on the line.
The equivalent electrical length of the

capacitance must be subtracted. Go to the plant
records for their value and location. Refer to
paragraph 4.03 for further details.

(b) Water in the cable. This will affect the cable
capacitance as described in paragraph 3.10.

See paragraph 4.15.

(c) Loading coils. See paragraph 4.04.

-15-
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(d) Non-working cable. See paragraph 4.05.

(e) Bridge Taps. For locating split> only. Dif
ferent bridge taps will unbalance the two

pain. Find the overall length of the section by
another method (paragraph 4.02) and see 4.09.

(I) AC Induction. Sometimes ac current in-
duced into the conductors will cause the

needle to oscillate about the null point makingan
exact selling difficult. Use the following pro
cedure to reduce the oscillation:

4.02 If the distance of the section cannot be
measured accurately with a 735, measure it

with a resistance type faultmeter such as the Dynatel
710A or obtain the distance from the records. See
also 4.10.

4.03 BUilD-OUT CAPACITORS. Build-out
capacitors add an error to the distance

measurement. So when testing cables with build-out
capacitors, be sure to subtract the equivalent elec
trical length of the build-out capacitor from the
distance to fault measurement. Use the following
procedure:

c
I) Find a separate pair, in the same group if

possible and strap the far end of the pair to
the faulted conductor under test as shown in
Figure 4-1.

2) Using a 710A measure the distance to strap
of the separate pair and set this distance on

the 735.

3) Connect the 735 as shown in Figure 4-2. Set
the TEST switch to lENGTH I'F/MllE

and set the CONDUCTOR switch to the good
conductor of the faulted pair; using the
CAPACITANCE control, null the meter.

4) Move the CONDUCTOR switch to the
faulted (oren) conductor and using the

digital dial. null the meter. This is the distance
to the open.

No,,: The following procedure applies only to
cables having mutual capacity of .0831'FI
MilE. For other cables or specIal applica
tions, contact Dynatel Corporation for
assistance.

(a) Measure the distance to the fault on the lip
or the ring. Note and record the shortest

distance.

(b) Find out if the cable is jelly-II lied. or if it has
an air core.

(c) From the plant records. locate the number
and the value of any build-out capacitors

that are between the 735 and the open.

(d) If the cable has an air core, divide the value
of the build-out capacity by .0237. Other-

l
C:

WHITE

RING (GOOD CONOUCTORI
FAULRO • •
'AlA .TlP tFAULTEDCONOVCTOR) x -------4\

10PEO, STRAP)

710A REO SEPARATE PAIRISAME GROUP AS ABOVEI J
FAR END

Figure.·'.

(STRA'

FAR EOO I l_

,. "'VL' "' ............ ''" .......... ' un I • ...

r-------c..' IO'ENI

735
~.RrNG IGOOD cONDucrORI

TEST WHITE • TIP ,r-A'" ..................... ,.""." ...

SET I GREEN

I •- 8MO~T(O lSEPARATE P.a.IRI

Flll"re4·2.

-16-
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0.0151 j,lF0.03'4.,F

r 3000'TeDOO':r eDOO'TSOOO'lWHITE / OPEN

ClI' f_

.'D
CUP

ns
TOT
UT(

T.-: let rneuures 7000' to .". open,

FI..,. 4-3. 8uiki~, Capeciton Add to Distance Meaur-.d

c.

I.

L

L

wise, if the cable is jelly-filled, divide the value of
the build-<lut capacity by .0263.

(e) Multiply the answerfrom (d) above by 1000.

(f) The answer from (e) above is an equivalent
length-in feet-of the build-<lut capacity.

(g) Subtract the equivalent distance in step (f)
from the distance to fault measurement in

ltep (a).

EXAMPLE: A section of air-<:ore cable is
20,000 feet long, and the capacitance is .083
I'F/MILE, as shown in Figure 4-3. The tesl
let indicates lhallhe faull is al 7,000 feel. The
planl records indicate Ihal Ihere is a build-<lUI
capacity of .0314"Falthe nexlloadcoil, which
is only 3,000 feel away. The equivalenlelecui
cal length of Ihe build-<lul capacilY is found
ufollow.,

I) Since Ihe cable is air-<:ore, Ihe build-<lul
capacily should be divided by .0237:

.0314 + .0237 = 1.325

2) Multiply Ihe answer by 1000:

1.325 1I 1,000 = 1,325 feet

3) Subtract this answer from the distance
mcuurcd 10 the fault. wbicb is 7,000 feet.

7,000 - 1,325 = 5,675 feel

This is Ibe actual distance 10 Ihe faull.

NOI~: The .0157 I'F capacilor is beyond the
open and does DOl affect Ibe measuremenl Dr
the calculation.

4.04 LOADING COILS. An easy way 10 meas-
ure the approximate distance to the nearest

load coil is to sellhe MULTIPLY BY seleclortothe
XIO SPECIAL range, and Ihe CONDUCTOR
swilch 10 MUTUAL. Do nol use TIP or RING.
Then measure Ihe conduclor length. Remember
that this measurement is approximate: the meas·
ured distance will be less lhan Ihe aClual distance by
aboul 5-10%. Mulliply Ihe measured length by 1.1
{I 10%) for thc approximate true length.

EXAMPLE: From Figure 4-3 with the MUL
TIPLY BY control selto XIO SPECIAL and
the CONDUCTOR swilch sella MUTUAL a
reading of 3893 feel is obtained (use Ihe RED
and WHITE clips). Build-<lul capacilor equiv.
alent cable length (0.03 14 I'F) is 1,325 feet. The
corrected length to Ihe load coil is approxi
mately (1.1 x 3,893) - 1,325 = 2,957 feel.

4.05 MEASURING NON-WORKING CABLE.
Most standard telephone cables are manu

factured with a nominal capacitance value of
.083"FI MILE. However. Ihis value varies belween
working and non-working cables. To make valid
measurements in non·working cable, 12 or more
pairs must be bunched logelher and connecled 10

the shield wilh Ihe green clip.

NOI~: The bunched pairs musl be in Ihe same
group as Ihe pair under tes\,

4.01 LINE TEST. If Ihe meIer reading is in Ihe
red zones during Ihe LINE TEST proce

dure, il may stiU be possible 10 locale the faull. Sel
Ihe MULTIPLY BY seleclor 10 10 SPECIAL or
100 SPECIAL, using Ihe lowesl possible range. If
the meter needle relurns 10 Ihe CLEAR zone, or inlo
one of the LONG zones, the 735 can measure Ihe
distance to the fault. However, 10 do so, Ihe
MULTIPLY BY selector MUST remain in one of
the SPECIAL ranges.

-17-
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NOTE I

Do Dot use lhe SPECIAL ranges whmlhere
are load coil! betweeD the lest sel aDd the
faulL

LOCATING OPENS

4.07 LOCATING OPENS OY RATIO. This
method can be used only if Ihe ronducto~

in Ihe section under lesl are all Ihe same size and
gauge. Changes in cable size or gauge will cause
erTO~. Use Ihe following procedure:

(a) Delermine Ihe length of Ihe section under
lesl. This will be Ihe "0" measuremenl.

(b) ConDect Ihe 733 and make lip and ring
measuremenlJ wilh Ihe TEST swilch sellO

LENGTH .083. The shoner measuremenl will be
Ihe " A" measuremml. See Fig. 4-1.

7311
TEST
sn

ft'''''

GROUHO

-A· MlAlUf'UlIH'

or,."'" '''; I

RING

G~OUHO

...~ MIAlUIIlIIIIH'

Figure ...... R'tlo M...urementl

7.
TEST
SET

(

(

(

(c) Move Ihe 733 10 Ihe FAR-END of Ihe sec·
tion under lesl and repeal slep (b) for Ihe

shorter of Ihe "0" measurements. See Fig. 4-1.

C=A+8
d = distance 10 open
d - (A or B) x 0

- C (eet to open.

Exampl.:

0= 290 feet
A = 240 fert
0= 110 feel
C = A + B = 240 + 110 = 330 feel
d = 0 x 0 110 x 290 = 91 14 feel

C 330 .

The distance 10 open from lhe end where Ihe "0"
measuremenl W85 taken is 91 feel.

NOTE: Mulliple opens on Ihe same ronduClor
will cause Ihe measuremenl 10 Ihe open 10 fall
somewhere belween lbe IwO (or more) opens. See
Figure 4-3.

4.01 LOCATING OPEN SHIELDS. Use the
following procedure 10 locale aD opening iD

the shield.

(a) Isolale lhe shield al bOlh end..

(b) Delermine Ihe length of Ihe section under
tesl. This will be the "0" measuremeDL

~.~ 0 r-.=1
~.~

Fi",..,e 4-6. Multiple Open,

(c) Hook up Ihe 733 with lhe while clip 10 Ihe
shield and the RED and GREEN' clip. to

ground. Sel lhe CONDUCTOR ,wilch to TIP
and the TEST switch to LENGTH .083. This will
be the "A" measurement.

(d) Move lhe 733 to the far end of Ihe cable
under the tesl and repeal step (c) above. This

will be the "0" measurement.

(e) Use the formula in 4.07(c) to rompute the
distance to the open.

Not.: Multiple shield opening. will cause the
measurement to the open to fall .omewhere
between the two (or more) opens. See Fig. 4-3.

4.0lI FINDING THE LENGTH OF A BURIED
DROP. See Figure ~.

(a) Using a 710A Resistance Fault -Locator.
lind the section length (example: 830 feet).

-10-
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(b) Using the 735 measure the same pair and
note the difference (example: 1285 - 850 =

435 feet). This difference is due to the drop wire.

(c) Connect the Test Cord to the six Test Ter
minals and set the FEET dial to 435.

(d) Set the TEST switch to LENGTH .083

(e) Set the CONDUCTOR switch to FAR
END TO SPLIT and null the meter using

the NULL 3 control.

LOCATING SPLITS

4.10 Bridge Taps. If the measurements made
with the 735 on each of the four conductors

is different by more than 3% and there arc bridge
taps on the lines, then this will unbalance the two
split pairs and cause an error. IJolol' Ih. bridg. 10pJ
untillh. conduc'orJ bolonc•. If the bridge taps are
between the split and the 735, the far end distance
must be used for locating the split. If the bridge taps
are toward the far end, then use the distance to split
measurement.

Figu,. 4-8. M.auri"l a Cdble and Oro9 Wi,. witft Both
Tort Sou.

(Il Since one half of the estimated cablecapaci
tance was set in. the length of the buried

drop is !!QQ = 300 feet.
2

In the example in Figure 4-7 .the true distance along
the section is 700 feet. but with the bridge tap con
nected the 735 would see it as 1100 feet. The far end
measurement of 300 feet would locate the split at
Split I. If the split were on the bridge tap (Split 2).
the 735 will measure the far end to split as 100 feel.

4.12 Unbalanced bridge taps. See paragraph
4.10,

4.14 CORRECTED SPUTS, Sec Figure 4-9.
The TO SPLIT measurement displayed on

the 735 is really the length of the cable that is not
split. and is not related to the distance to the split in
any way. This is the sum of pans a and c. To locate
the distance to the splits. the cable must be opened
between the splits and the split locating procedure
detailed in paragraph 3-12 performed in both
directions. Contact Dynatel for isolation tech
niques.

4.11 Example of a bridge tap.

4.13 MULTIPLE SPLITS. Set up the 735 as
shown in Figure 4-8 and measure the split

as described in 3-11 for each connection in the
figure,

00'.

SlRM

WHITE

"0

f--- '285' -----1

<.N

m
T1!ST
UT

(f) Set the TEST switch to LENGTH I'FI
MILE and set the CAPACITANCE control

to ,060. which is one half of the drop wire ca
pacitance 0.120 I'FI MILE. Null the meter using
the digital dial (600 feet).

c.
L
L

L

BRIDGE

HlO' TAP 300' SPLIT I
300'I- 'I 'I, .j

,'0
WHT

73S ' ' •
T1!ST Y'L T X,
lET r •

eLK

G'N
I
300'

NORMAL

+S>LIT'
POSITION

(1 1DO'

J...
Flgur.4-7. EXlmpi. of. Bridge T.p.

-19-
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RED TIP!

WHITE R1NG~

735 YEllOW RING 25 1101
TEST

BLACKSET TIP 215

BLUE TIP :n 181

GREEN.J RING:n

SHDRTINGSS- " INSTRUMENT GROUND
STRAP TIP 5 .

IIL.UE RING 5

BUICK RING 25 1101

735 YEllOW TIP 1!>

TEST (81
SET WHITE TIP 22

RED RING 72

GREEN
.J.. INSTRUMENT GROVNO

c

Figure 4-8. Locatini Multipl, Splits

~. I' b 'I • ----lRED

WHiff SPLIT t

735 YELLOW sPLIT 1 /
TEST • •
SET BLACK GOOD 2

BLUE

~ .L VACANT ' ....IRI$AME GROUf' AS SPliTS tf J'OSSI8Lt.'

A
'I\Ilt;TAI1"'~NT r.Rnlllrlln

c~

STRAI'

Fi..,a 4-9. Connections for • CorTeet8d Split

DETERMINING THE APPROXIMATE AMOUNT
OF WATER IN A CABLE

4.15 Use Ihe fDllowing procedure:

(c) The equivalenl length of waler in the cable
is:

735 measured length - 710A measured length
2

(
l_

L

ST....

NO IT".."

WAn ..

WAn,.
41T1

'0

GlUtH

_,n
AlO

FI.... 4-11. Tokl",. 736 roodi""

FIgu.. 4-10. Taking. 71010 ..odin"

T3II

71Qo\

L.....--

~l~:~

ifallth. water w.,. in OM pIDce. Ihen abOUI 225
feel of Ihe cable would be saluraled wilh waler.

'~9-

Example: 7lOA r.eading is 680 feel
735 reading is 1130 feel

1130 - 680
Equivalenl fee1 of water = 2

= 225 feel.

(d)

Measure lhe length ofthe c.ablewilh a 710A
fauilloc.alor (see Figure 4-10).

(b) Measure the lip or ring length of Ihe cable
again, using the 735 fault loc.alor. Sel Ihe

TEST swilch 10 LENGTH .083 (.... Figure 4-11).

(a)

(.
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5. OPERATING MAINTENANCE

OPEN FAULT LOCATING SELF TEST

5.01 Proper operation of the 735 can be checked
with the following procedure.

(a) Plug the te't cable into the TEST CABLE
socket, Green clip to the green SELF TEST

terminal.

(b) Set the 735 controls as follows:

CONDUCTOR switch: SPLIT I
CABLE CAPACITANCE conlrol: .083
MULTIPLY BY swirch: XI·NORMAL
TEST switch: BATTERY TEST (Meter

should indicate within
BAT OK zone.)

(c) Set the TEST switch to LINE TEST.

(d) Note that the meter point' to the edge of the
resistance green zone.

(e) Set the CONDUCTOR switch to MU11]AL
and note that the meter needle is at the

NULL line.

(I) Set the TEST switch to LENGTH .083.
With all TEST tead. and clips lying free of

each other, twn the FEET dial counter·<:Iockwise
to 000 and note that the meter needle to be no
further than one needle-width from the NULL
line.

(g) Repeat .tep (0 for all MULTIPLY BY
switch positions; retwn to the XI·NORMAL

range.

(h) Repeat step (0 for CONDUCTOR switch
positions: (I) SPLIT I, (2) GOOD I, (3)

SPLIT 2, (4) GOOD 2. Return to the MUTUAL
position.

(J1 Connect tbe test cord to the SELF TEST
terminals (,ix places).

(k) Null tbe meter witb the FEET dial; the dial
reading ,bould indicate from 495 to 505.

(I) Repeat lrep Gl for the GOOD I, SPLIT I,
SPLIT 2, and GOOD 2 positions of the

CONDUCTOR switch; return to tbe MUTUAL
position. Set the digital dial to 500.

(m) Set the TEST switch to LENGTH I'FI
MILE. Null the meter with tbe CABLE

CAPACITANCE control. The control selling
should be from .082 to .084.

(n) Set the FEET dial to 1000. Re-null the meter
with the CABLE CAPACITANCE. The

control selling should be from .039 to .044.

(p) Set the 735 controls a. follows:

TEST switch: LENGTH .083
MULTIPLY BY switch: XIO NORMAL

Set the digital dial so that lhe meter i, nulled. The
dial should indicate from 048 to 052.

(r) Set the MULTIPLY BY switch to XIO-
SPECIAL. Re-set lhe FEET dial sO the

meter is nulled. The dial should indicate from
048 to 052.

(,) Set the MULTIPLY BY switch to X 100
SPECIAL. Re-set the FEET dial so the

meter is nulled. The dial should indicate from
003 to 007.

(t) Set the MULTlPLY BY switch to X 100
NORMAL. Reset rhe FEET dial so lhe

meter i. nulled. The dial sbould indicate from
003 to 007.

SPLIT LOCATlNCi SELF·TEST

5.02(a) Set the CONDUCTOR switch to SPLIT 1.

(b) Set the CAPACITANCE control to .083
I'F/MILE.

(c) Set the MULTlPLY BY ,witch to XI,
NORMAL.

(d) Set the TEST switch to LENGTH .083.

(e) Connect all six test lead clip, to their respec
,tive self-test tenninals.

(0 Null the meter needle using the FEET dial
(495-505).

(g) Repeat the last step for the GOOD
CONDUCTOR switch setting (495-505).

(h) Repeat step (0 for SPUT 2 (495-505).

(j) Repeat step (0 for GOOD 2 (495-505).

(k) Set the CONDUCTOR switch to SET
LENGTH. the TEST switch to LENGTH

I'FI MILE, the FEET dial to 500, and null the
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meIer wilh Ihe CAPACITANCE conlrol (.082
.084).

(I) Sellhe CONDUCTOR swilch 10 NULL I,
and null Ihe meIer needle using Ibe NULL 1

conlrol

(m) Sel Ihe CONDUCTOR swilch 10 NULL 2,
and nulllhe meIer needle using Ihe NULL 2

control.

(n) Set Ihe CONDUCTOR swilch 10 NULL 3,
and null the meIer needle using Ihe NULL 3

control.

(p) Sel Ihe CONDUCTOR swilch 10 TO
SPLIT using Ihe fEET dial, nulllhe meIer

needle (350-370).

(r) Sel Ihe CONDUCTOR swilch 10 fAR
END TO SPLIT, null Ihe meIer needle

using Ihe fEET dial (130-150).

TRAINING FOR THE OPEN FAULT AND
SPLIT LOCATOR

5,03 Training on the operating procedures for
the 735 can be given by connecling the

Tesl Cable 10 Ihe SELf·TEST lerminals and fol
lowing Ihe procedures in paragraphs 5.01 and 5.02.

FUSE

5.04 The 735 has a I amp 3AG fuse Ihal Iimils
currenllhrough Ihe lest leads. To check Ihe

fuse, sellhe CONDUCTOR swilch 10 GOOD 1.lhe
TESTswilch 10 LINE TEST, and shon Ihe WHITE
clip 10 Ihe RED clip. If Ihe meIer remains on the
NULL line, Ibe fuse is probably defeclive.

(b) Turn Ihe TEST selector Off.

(c) Close Ihe lid.

5.07 Avoid placing the test SCI near direct heat.
such as furnaces or heate.... and where Ihe

lest sel could be exposed to excessive humidity or
moisture.

5.08 for long storage periods. remove the bat-
leries from Ihe test sel. Do not leave dis

charged ballenes in the test sel.

BATTERY REPLACEMENT

5.09 for access to the balleries. open the two
fasteners that secure the bottom section of

Ihe 735 enclosure. Remove the cover of the plastic
ballery tray. See fig. 5-1. Disconnect and remove
the old balleries.

5.10 Install new balleries. The red wire connects
10 the positive terminal and Ihe black wire

connects to the negalive lerminal. The 735 protec
tive circuitry will prevent damage if the balleries
are connected improperly, however il will not
operaIe. See Table A for a list of replacemenl
batteries.

No,.: for besl results. always replace both
batteries at the same time.

T.bl. A. S.ttery CrOis R.ferenc. Ch.rt

!

c
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5.05 To change lhe fuse. use lhe following
procedure:

(a) Remove Ihe screws lhal secure Ihe fronl
panel.

(b) Lifl Ihe chassis up and lill. The fuse is near
Ihe bOllom of Ihe panel

CARE AND STORAGE

5.oe When Ihe 735 is nol in use, il should be
slored lU follows:

(a) Disconnect Ihe lesl cable and Slore il in the
lid.

f.
.~.~1~i ____

l'~ •• ~~~ l.
I (t-':. ~. '.

L
Figu," 5-1. Dv.....1735 Botlllry Comportmon,
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THE BASICS OF LOCATING OPENS

( FAULTS - OPEN OR RESISTIVE

There are only two ways Ihat telephone
conductors can cause trouble:

• They can go open - or

• They can get a resistive fault.

other acceSS poinl - beyond the fault - where you
can conneci a strap. See Figure 2.

A, THIS PAIR YOU CAN TROUBLESHOOT WITH A
RESISTIVE FAULT LOCATOR

TI.

-23-
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FillU" l. _ Ty.- of R_.. F......

Resistive fault troubleshooting - with fault
locator 71 OA - has been described in detail in the
Field Aids, particularly, issues 9, 10 and 12.

RESiSTIVE
FAULT

RING

CURRENT ~
RING

B. THIS PAIR YOU CAN'T: USE AN OPEN FAULT
LOCATOR O.EN

.... .---
:::TI-.-----.,;)~

~l:AUlT

FillU" 3. Ponill IHlgIH..i_1 Opon

RING

TIP
-----;M/'~---

In Figure 2A, both conductors have continuity,
and bOlh will conduct. In Figure 2B, the tip is
open, so no current can flow.

Usually, when a conductor has an open, it also
has a resistive fault because the same IhingS that
cause an open also cause resistive faults. As a
result, most opens also have a ground fault 
particularly in PIC cable. Troubleshooling is that
much lougher because you can'l use a flOsistive
locator on an open conductor.

Somelimes a conductor has a high resistance,
allowing limited current flow. This is called a
"partial" open or a "high-resistance" open. See
Figure 3.

FllUrw 2. Circuit Continuitot'

,
J" tCURRENT

i·

1

~: tCURRENT

--~-

A. CROS.C;

PAIR' TI.

RING

PAIR 2 T,.

RING

B. GROUND

TI'
RING

C. SHORT

TIP

~ ~CURRENT
,

Resistive fault locators usually work very well,
as long as the conductors you test have continuity,
which means that current flows easily along the
conductor. Th,re musl be continuity from the
point where you connect your test set to some.

A resistive fault is a short. a cross, or a ground.
as shown in Figure I. These faults can develop in
several ways, but they all add up to one Ihing:
curren I can go where it's not supposed to.

~-.

I
L
I.
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L
I.
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This brings us to the subject of open locators.
They are very useful in a situation where there are
both restrictive and open faulls.

WHEN CONDUCTORS GO OPEN

A properly installed and connected cable can
get in trouble for one of two reasons:

• The sheath is worn, broken or defective. and
water gets in .

• Somebody cuts or breaks one or more
conductors, or the whole cable.

Suppose you get water in a cable. A pulp cable
goes out of service immediately, so it doesn't have
a chance to go open. But PIC cable is different.
Water stays in the cable. and seeps into the various
conductors through pin holes. Eventually, because
of electrolytic corrosion. one or more conductors
go open, and the resistive fault, usually a ballery
cross that caused the corrosion in the f",t place, is
still there.

If a cable is cut, some conductors get squeezed
together and short out, and many of them short to
ground. The resull is a group of open conductors
with more or less serious resistive faults. For more
details, see Field Aid No.6.

HOW OPEN LOCATORS WORK

The basic difference between a resistive fault
locator and an open locator is that a resistive fault
locator measures the conductor re,is(ance. and the
open locator measures conductor capacity.

Capacity -is something you find in every tele
phone pair, just like resistance. It's beller to have
less capacity but some will always be there anyway.
Both resistance and capacitance are handy for
locating faulls, but both get in the way of good
telephone transmission. Less is beller! .

Basically, capacity is like a three-layer sand
wich, where the top and bollom layers conduct
electricity. and the middle layer doesn't. The top
and bollom layers can be any shape at all, as long
as they conduct, and the middle layer doesn't. This
way. direct current can't go between the top and
the bollom layers of the "sandwich." See Figure 4.

You can make the basic "sand wich" any size
and shape you want. You can roll it up into a
tube - like the "condensers" in a car ignition. Or
you can stretch it out long and thin - like two

Flgurw 4. Tho IIooic Co.......,.

wires in a telephone pair. The amount of capacity
is detennined by three things: -

• The area of the top and bOllom layers.
Bigger layers mean more capacity.

• The distance between the two layers. More
distance means less capacity.

• The material in the middle.

CAPACITORS

A fonn of capacitor is created when two con
ductors are separated by a non-eonducling material
or insulator. A telephone pair has capacity spread
evenly along its length, so that the longer a pair.
the more capacity it has. Just lik.e a real capacitor,
lhis pair can 'store' a value of power depending on
its capacity. Since there is an insulator between the
conductors, current will flow into an open pair only
until the capacity of the pair has been reached,
then the current now will stop. So if the capacity
of the pair is the same along its length, then the
current now will depend on the length of the pair.
To put it another way, if we know the capacity for
a short lenglh and we measure the current that
nows before the pair is "charged up" then we can
determine the total length of th~ conductors. If
a conductor is open. then the pair will only charge
up as far as the break.

Capacity is measured in "microfarads." Since it
occurs all the way along its length we can say the
telephone cable has a capacity of SD many "micro
farads per mile." This is wrillen I'F/mile where I'
is the greek leller micro or one millionth, and F
is for Farad. (he unit of measurement for capacity.

Capacity has a symbol used on schematics: ::::=: or* or =::+ :;orne capaciton have positive and

t.
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negative tenninals like batteries, and some can be
charged in either direction.

Normally each mile of telephone cable has
0.083 "F of capacity. So two miles has 0.166 "F
and so on.

A capacitor stores a charge of electricity.
Remember that you measure resistance - with
your ohmmeter - by measuring how much current
goes through a resistor. When you connect your
ohmmeter leads across a capacitor, the capacitor
charges up, and the needle "kicks," and then goes
back. Some of the electricity stored in the ohm
meter battery flows into the capacitor until the
voltage across the capacitor is equal to the battery
voltage. Then no more current flows.

The same thing happens when you connect
your ohmmeter to a telephone pair. The meter
needle "kicks" and the capacity of the pair stores
the charge. The longer the wire, the bigger the
"kick."

THE OPEN LOCATOR

An open locator works by using cable capacity,
putting current into a pair, and measuring the
"kick" accurately. If you tell the machine how
many microfarads per mile are in the cable, then it
can tell you how long the cable is, or where the
open is.

This sounds very easy - and it is, as long as the
open end of the cable is perfectly clean. However,
this situation seldom happens with PIC cable,
where you usually get a "dirty open," which means
an open combined With a resistive fault.

There used to be no way to get around the
problem of the "dirty open" until Dynatel de
signed the 730 Open Locator which ignores all
but the worst dirty opens and still gives an accu
rate measurement. The Dynatel 730 can locate
an open even if there is a resistive fault or a battery
cro.. on the test pair.

HOW TO USE THE DYNATEL 730 OPEN LOCATOR

Hook up the clips of the 730 to tip, ring and
ground, and do the Line Test. This checks for
resistive faults or stray voltages. If the cable does
have a resistive fault or a stray voltage, the Line
Test will tell you how serious it is. If the fault or
stray voltages are not too serious, you can still get
a good reading. Otherwise, the 730 meter will tell
you if you can measure the distance accurately

using one of the special ranges. If the fault is too
serious to be located accurately, the 730 meter
will say so, and you don't have to waste any time.
See Figure 7, Note 2.

There are three types of length measurement
that you can make with the Dynatel 730.

The ftrst type of measurement is the TIP
measurement. In this measurement, the 730 con
nects the ring to ground, and measures the length
of the tip by checking the capacity between the
tip and the ground, actually between the tip and
all the other conductors, many of which are
grounded in a working cable. This measuremen t
gives the length of the tip, or the distance to the
fault, if the tip has an open.

The second measurement, the RING, is done
the same way as the TIP measurement, except
that the tip is grounded and the ring is measured.

The third is the MUTUAL length measure
ment. In this measurement, the 730 measures the
capacity between the tip and ring conductor, and
then converts it to feet. This i. not used to actually
locate an open conductor.

WHAT ASOUTWATER1

It was mentioned earlier that there are three
things that change the value of a capacitor. The
third is the non-<:onductor between the two con
ductive layers of the capacitor "sandwich." In air
core cable, the main material' are plastic and air.
However, you must also know if water is in the
cable, because water makes the wet section appear
two or three times longer. The reason is that water
Increases cable capacity. So does jelly and purging
compound. This means that you don't just plug in
your machine, rum it on and then go out and make
a dig. If you do, you probably will dig in the wrong
place.

,.------ RULE ------

To prevent digging in the' wrong
place, always find the acruallength
of the cable - and use that number
to calibrate your 730.

USING THE 730 OPEN LOCATOR IN WET CABLE

First find the true length of the cable section.
Use a Dynatel 600 or 71 OA, strap the far end and
measure the distance to strap on a good pair.

l,
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1. If the needle is in the Green Zon•. make I norm. I rn"SUret'1'Mnt.

2. If the needle is in the LONG Zone. mike. correction to the indicl.ted length as
described in tnt menu_!.

3. If the needle is deflKtfd into m. Red Zone. measurements un be made onlV if
M1ting me MULTIPLY by switd'l in the SPECIAL position brings the needl' back
Into tho CLEAR or LONG Zone•.

Flgurw 8. Readl", tho Mete<
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Then remove the strap and measure the same
pair with the 730 Open Locator. Set the TEST
switch to LENGTH .083. If the distance meas'
lired is the same, there is no signifirant amount of
water in the cable. See Figure 7, Note 3.

If the distance indicated on the 730 is longer,
water is pre",nt in the cable and the 730 must be
recalibrared. Set the FEET indicator to the true
length of the section. Set the TEST switch to
Length IlF/MILE, and adjust the CABLE CAPAC·
ITANCE control to set the meter in the null
position. The Open Locator is now calibrated for
the new value of cable capacitance. See Figure 7,
Note I.

Measure the TIP length of the bad pair.

Measure the RING length of the bad pair. If
they are the same, the fault is close to the far end,
and it is better to go to the far end and calibrate
the 730, then make a new measurement along the
shorter distance. If the difference between the two
measurements is noticable, use the shorter measure-
ment and dig.

730DMnomrnrion Kit

A free demonstration test kit - with complete
instructions - is available from Dynatel. Use it to
learn how to operate the 730 and to recognize
dirty .opens and series faults. Call (408) 7334300
for yours.

-27-

HELPFUL HINTS

When you locate a cable fault, it's a good idea
to test several pairs. Then look for patterns in both
the fault and the distance measurements. C'hf;~k

Field Aid #6 for some typical fault patterns in rIC
cable.

Remember that you get the best accuracy on
short measurement. So, when you measure a long
cable, get as close to the fault as possible. Your
best bet may be to make two different measure
ments. First. locate the fault to within one or two
sections. Then. move the test set close to the fault
location and locate the fault within tho", "'ctions,
If indications show that the trouble is close to the
far end, go there to make the tests. This method
helps eliminate any errors due to differences in
conductor capacitance. conductor resistance or
gauge changes, slack (oops, variations in twist, or
other things.

Also, read the instruction manual and the back
issues of the Dynatel Field Aids for more ideas and
hints. To get copies, call us at (408) 7334300.

If your test set does have a problem - return it
to us. We try for one-day service; here's what to
do:

I. Call us before you send your test set.

2. When you do "'nd it, include a description
of the symptoms or the problem.



1. Cabl. Capacir.nce - wt to 0.083 tJF for nannll cabl., or edjuSt fOf wlt.r logged
c.bl•.

:I. Special scales used for very dirty opens.

3. Tnt - wt to length 0.083 when comparing length melsuremenu on the 730 end
110A or 600.

Figure 7. Controls on the Open Locator
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3. Include the name of the owner, and the

return shipping addre... Don't forget special
shipping instructions if they are required.

4. Include your phone number, or th~ number
of someone who knows about the problem.

DYNATEL IS LISTENING

If you have any questions about operating the
730 Fault Locator. or you have found an interest
ing situation in the field, we would like to hear
about it. We may help solve problems on the
phone. Our number is (408) 733-4300.
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